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No interest on wrongly availed Input Tax Credit
F1 Auto Components Limited1
The Petitioner filed a Writ Petition with the Madras High

Judgement of the High Court:

Court challenging the order for payment of interest on

•

Input Tax Credit (‘ITC’), which was wrongly availed but

viz. levy of interest on amount paid through ECL

subsequently reversed through adjustment from ITC

and Cash, respectively.

available in the Electronic Credit Ledger (ECL) and
•

through the Electronic Cash Ledger (Cash).

•

assessing authority in case of mismatch of
F1

Auto

Components

Private

Limited

(‘the

particulars between ITC availed by the recipient vis-

Petitioner’) wrongly availed ITC of CGST and

à-vis details of tax invoice furnished by the supplier

SGST.

on GSTN (Common Portal). Thus, Section 42 can

Tax authorities served a notice to the Petitioner

be invoked only on account of mismatch due to

intimating it of wrongful claim of ITC and sought

error / mistake on the GSTN.

reversal of such ITC.
•

•

The High Court observed that Section 42 of the
CGST Act provides for issuance of notice by the

Facts of the case:
•

The issue before the Court was dealt in two parts,

•

In the instant case, the Petitioner received an

Subsequently, the Petitioner paid the amount of

intimation as to wrong availment of ITC in GST

wrongly availed ITC through Form DRC-03 by

returns. On receipt of intimation, the Petitioner

utilisation of ITC lying in ECL as well as in Cash.

accepted its mistake and reversed the wrongly
availed ITC. Since, it is not a case of mismatch of

On

such

reversal

amount,

the

authorities

ITC, Section 42 was considered inapplicable.

proceeded for recovery of interest from the

•

Petitioner under Section 50 of the CGST Act, which

The High Court relied on its judgement in case of
Maansarovar Motors P. Ltd.2 wherein a batch of writ

was challenged.

petitions were filed contesting levy of interest on
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payment of tax through reversal of ITC. It was held
that no interest shall be payable on the tax liability
discharged through utilisation of ITC. Basis this
judgment, the High Court held that the Petitionertaxpayer is not liable to pay interest on the reversal
of ITC made through adjustment from ECL.
•

The High Court upheld the interest on payment
through Cash whilst observing that interest is
compensatory and mandatory.

Dhruva Comments:
This judgement reiterates the important ratio that
interest on ITC that was wrongly availed and later
reversed from and through ECL, is not payable. Yet, the
Court did not dwell upon the validity and applicability of
Section 42 of the CGST Act per se, in as much as it
provides for matching, reversal and reclaim of ITC
through the original return provisions involving Form
GSTR-2 and Form GSTR-3, which have not come into
effect and extended indefinitely.
So far as the judgement rules that Section 42 is not
applicable on cases other than ITC mismatch, interest
on cash component should also not be applicable under
Section 50(3). However, it was held to be paid as a
compensation.
The judgment shall be relevant in cases where interest
is sought at 24 percent, by invoking Section 50(3) read
with Section 42, in cases of excess availment of ITC.
Further, the judgment of Maansarovar Motors (supra)
dealt with the effective date of the proviso to Section
50(1) of the CGST Act and held that interest is not
payable on output tax liability discharged through ITC in
belated filing of returns. The same could not be ispo
facto applied where ITC is wrongly availed.
Also, the Madras High Court, in Refex Industries
Limited3, observed that ITC represents the amount due
to an assessee by the Department and opined that
interest shall be payable only on the cash component of
belated tax payment.
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Disclaimer:
The information contained herein is in summary form and is therefore intended for general guidance only. This publication is not intended to address the circumstances of
any particular individual or entity. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
This publication is not a substitute for detailed research and professional opinions. Before acting on any matters contained herein, reference should be made to subject
matter experts, and professional judgment needs to be exercised. Dhruva Advisors LLP cannot accept any responsibility for loss occasioned to any person acting or
refraining from acting as a result of any material contained in this publication
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